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a b s t r a c t

The characterisation of microplastics is still a challenge. To avoid the ‘‘false’’ character-
isation and to increase the signal-noise ratio, we employ Raman imaging to scan the
sample surface and generate a Raman spectrum matrix. We then simultaneously map
several characteristic peaks to generate several images in parallel, akin to image at multi-
channels, to cross-check and visualise the microplastics, via a logic-based algorithm.
For comparison, we also employ a principal component analysis (PCA)-based algorithm
to automatically decode the Raman spectrum matrix to map an image, not from the
individual peaks, but from whole set of the PCA spectrum, meaning a much higher
signal-noise ratio and image certainty. Due to the increased signal-noise ratio, we are
able to apply this characterisation protocol to directly capture and identify microplastics
in our gardens, such as from the plastic ropes used to hang a swing or a ladder
for children to play, without any sample preparation. We estimate that at least 6280
microplastics have been released from a nylon rope in 10 years, due to ageing and
weathering. We recommend to use polypropylene (PP) rope, rather than nylon rope,
and to change the plastic ropes within 10 years.

© 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC
BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Microplastics have become ubiquitous in marine and terrestrial environments. Releasing microplastics in urban and
esidential areas, such as via industrial or domestic drainage, is the result of high-density anthropic activity (Nizzetto et al.,
016). Moreover, microplastics can also enter agroecosystems as the result of the application of biosolids and plastic mulch
ilm (Ng et al., 2018). Once entering the environment, different microplastics (e.g. type, shape, size) can adversely affect
iving organisms, if being ingested and accumulated (Wright et al., 2013). Understanding the environmental risks and
he human health impacts could be supported through effective identification methods. Different identification methods
ave been developed for chemical characterisation of microplastics, such as Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)
Silva et al., 2018), Raman spectroscopy (Schymanski et al., 2018), pyrolysis-gas chromatography–mass spectrometry
Pyro-GC–MS) (Picó and Barceló, 2019; Reimonn et al., 2019), and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Prata et al.,
019) etc. Among them, Raman spectroscopy is a promising technique for microplastic characterisation, because this
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molecular spectroscopy is non-destructive to samples and insensitive to water (Araujo et al., 2018). Raman spectroscopy
can facilitate the identification of microplastics by mapping images after scanning the sample surface, even down to
nanoplastics (Sobhani et al., 2020b).

Unfortunately, plastic samples from environment usually exhibit complex backgrounds. The background can yield
nterference such as fluorescence, and lead to a weakened signal-noise ratio (Schwaferts et al., 2020a). In order to increase
he signal-noise ratio, Raman mapping scans the sample surface to produce hundreds, even thousands of Raman spectra as
matrix, akin to a hyperspectral array. Consequently, how to decode this matrix to avoid false positives and false negatives
n the mapped image is another challenge. Recently, we developed a logic-based algorithm to collect multi-peaks’ signals
or imaging, akin to multi-channels to decode the Raman spectrum matrix (Fang et al., 2021a,b). Alternatively, principal
omponent analysis (PCA) is another exploratory approach that can shrink the dimension of the Raman spectra through
ompacting and reducing the original data (Guo et al., 2020; Halstead et al., 2018; Wander et al., 2020). However, more
esearch is needed to maximise the benefits of PCA analysis of the environmental samples (Fang et al., 2021b).

Basically, once Raman scanning generates a spectrum matrix in order to increase the signal-noise ratio, the algorithms,
ncluding both logic-based and PCA-based algorithms, can further increase the signal-noise ratio to produce an image with
higher certainty. Recently we validated a characterisation protocol using Raman imaging combined with the logic-based
lgorithm to capture and identify microplastics in our garden soil (Sobhani et al., 2021). Following this approach, in this
tudy, we try to capture microplastics in our garden too, from the ropes. We improved our approach by combining logic-
ased and PCA-based algorithm together, rather than employing individually. Application of this approach allows us to
implify the sample preparation. We collected the sample directly from the ropes for the Raman test and bypassed the
ime-consuming process of the sample pre-treatment. As another case study, our results imply that the microplastics can
e released from the nylon rope and polypropylene (PP) rope as well. Our results also suggest that PP rope generally
eleases much less microplastics than nylon rope. We thus recommend that we should change and refresh the ropes
ithin 10 years, if we need use the plastic ropes in a long term.

. Materials and methods

In brief, the ropes have been aged and weathered for ∼10 years in the natural environment. The samples were collected
rom the ropes and tested directly, using Raman imaging.

.1. Samples

Polypropylene (PP) plastic was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Australia), cotton sticks were purchased from the local
upermarket (Woolworths), to collect their Raman spectra as references. Some spectra were extracted from a commercial
atabase, such as polyamide 6 (PA6) and PA12, when the pure standard materials were not available.
We collected three samples directly from a garden, as shown in Figure S1 (Supporting Information). Two ropes were

sed to hang a swing, the third rope was used to hang a ladder, for children to play. All ropes have been exposed to the
utdoor and natural environment in South Australia, for ∼10 years.
The samples were collected directly with bare hands. With an aluminium tray underneath, on the top the rope was

ulled by one hand through a hole made by another hand. The friction and pressure of the hand applied to the rope
urface caused the peeling off of the rope debris, which either fell to an aluminium tray underneath or were transferred
nto the hands. All the debris were collected for the test, including Raman and SEM.
All the collected samples were directly tested by Raman, after being transferred onto a glass slide surface. For the SEM

est, the sample was transferred onto the carbon tape surface and subject to sputter coating with a thin layer of platinum
f ∼6 nm.
The quantification of microplastics is complicated (Brander et al., 2020; Prata et al., 2021). For quality control, in this

tudy, a blue jean and a cotton jack were worn during the sampling process. While three types rope were sampled, each
ope’s sampling has been duplicated, at different parts (trunk and tip). The qualitative test was conducted by Raman
maging (including ∼10 scans and ∼40 single spectra) and SEM, the quantitative test was carried out by measuring
he ropes changes, including mass changes and diameter shrink (preferred). Small microplastics or nanoplastics are not
ounted here due to the resolution limit of current test.

.2. SEM

An SEM (Zeiss Sigma VP) equipped with a backscattered electron detector (BSD) was used to characterise the

orphology of the microplastics.
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2.3. Raman

Raman spectra were recorded in the air using a WITec confocal Raman microscope (Alpha 300RS, Germany) equipped
ith a 532 nm laser diode (<30 mW), as reported before (Fang et al., 2020; Sobhani et al., 2019, 2020a). In general, a CCD
etector was cooled at −60 ◦C to collect Stokes Raman signals under a 20× objective lens at room temperature (∼24 ◦C).
he wavenumber range (or wavelength) was from −200 cm−1 to 3700 cm−1 with a resolution of ∼3.8 cm−1.
To map the image, the Raman signal was collected at a general pixel size of 1.6 µm ×1.6 µm, or other sizes if indicated.

When the laser was scanning the sample surface, the pixel size can be controlled by selecting the scanning area (e.g. 80 µm
× 80 µm, for a scanning array of 50 × 50), by adjusting the scanning speed (e.g. 25 s per line) and the integration time
(e.g. 0.5 s) at each pixel or point. For the collected Raman spectrum at each pixel, the different plastics exhibit different
Raman activity and emit different intensities of Raman spectra, as suggested before (Sobhani et al., 2019). The Raman
intensities of the characteristic peaks of the targeted plastics, such as nylon or PP, were mapped as images.

For imaging, the collected Raman signal was analysed using WITec Project software. By just picking up the net intensity
of their unique / characteristic peaks for image mapping, the interference which might originate from the background
noise (such as fluorescence), or organic matter, can be effectively avoided by subtracting the baseline of the collected
Raman spectra to get the net intensity (the peak area or sum, after automatic integration via software) at the selected
peaks. That is, the spectrum background has been generally subtracted using the collected signal at both sides of the
selected Raman peak of the Raman spectrum at each pixel. To further avoid the ‘‘bias and false’’ imaging, the imaging
algorithm analysis is recommended.

2.4. Image analysis: logic-based algorithm

From the Raman spectrum matrix, several images were simultaneously mapped from each spectrum at different peaks.
At these peak positions, the signal intensity can be mapped as different colours of images. Two or more images as parents,
which correspond to two or more different characteristic peaks, can be merged, either by logic-OR, or logic-AND, to
generate daughter images.

In the case of ‘‘logic-OR’’, any mapped signal (at each point or pixel) from any image (two or more parent images)
will be picked up and merged into a new image (daughter image). Obviously, any ‘‘bias and false’’ noise from the parent
images (mapped at two or more different Raman peaks) might be picked up and appear in the daughter image. In the
case of ‘‘logic-AND’’, only the signals (or dots) that simultaneously appear in all of the parent images can be picked up in
a new daughter image. While some signal might be lost, the noise is also expected to be reduced in the daughter image.

For the algorithm analysis, we employed the ImageJ software. In general, the parent Raman images are opened by
the software and converted from RGB to 8-bite format. Then the images are processed and merged with a calculator of
logic-OR or logic-AND. After merging, the new image is painted to the selected colour in the displaying value range of
0–30, which can be converted back to RGB format as the daughter image. Another way for the logic-OR calculation can
be conducted by merging colour channels. These daughter images can be further analysed with the algorithm.

2.5. Data analysis: PCA-based algorithm

The raw data from the Raman scanning was analysed by PCA, as reported before (Fang et al., 2021b). The raw data was
imported to Excel or Origin in an array containing the spectrum data (intensity) matrix of 2500 (50 × 50), if no further
indication in this study. Generally, while each row contains the Raman signals of intensity at a specific wavenumber,
each column contains a whole spectrum at different wavenumbers of a set. Because the collected Raman signal includes
the laser’s residue that has not been completely filtered by the setup, we delete the data in the wavenumber range <
200 cm−1, prior to the PCA analysis.

All the data, excluding the wavenumber or wavelength that can serve as an ‘‘Observation Label’’, participated in the
PCA algorithm, under the parameters such as ‘‘correlation analyses’’, ‘‘exclude missing values of listwise’’, ‘‘quantities of
computing including eigenvalues and eigenvectors’’, etc. The number of principal component (PC) to extract was adjusted
according to the estimation of how many items or suspects could be located in the scanning area. Usually 5 PCs is enough
to accounts the main information / variation of the differences among observations, in the Raman spectrum matrix.

After PCA, the PC scores at their individual eigenvalue percentage of variance were combined with the Raman
wavenumber (via the sequence number of the rows) to regenerate curves, or PCA spectra, to mimic and compare with
the Raman spectra. These mimicked curves are justified to identify the plastics and other items, by comparing them with
the standard Raman spectra of the plastics, if available.

The PC loading coefficients, the extracted eigenvectors, are combined with the mapping pixels’ positions (via the
sequence number of the columns) to map the PCs’ loading image. Similarly, the mean and the standard deviation of
the descriptive statistics can also be mapped as images. The scree plot, loading plot and scores plot are also provided
from the PCA analysis. However, when the number of PCs is higher than 3, only selected dimensional plots are presented
due to the presentation limit of the highest dimension of 3.
3
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Fig. 1. SEM images showing the typical structures of the fibres from the nylon rope (a, b) and PP rope (c, d). The ropes have been exposed to the
natural environment for ∼10 years, in South Australia.

The images generated via the PCA-based algorithm can also be analysed using a logic-based algorithm.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Morphology

There are two types of ropes in the garden. From the brand labels, one was made of nylon while the other of PP. After
∼10 years in the garden, from the photo images in Figure S1 (Supporting Information), we can see that the deterioration
on the nylon rope is much worse than that on the PP rope. When compared with the new rope, the aged tip and the
trunk are supposed to have released plastic debris, fibres, or microplastic, if they are less than 5 mm. The PP rope looks
much better than the nylon rope.

The SEM images in Fig. 1 also support this observation. For the fibres in the ropes, the nylon fibre usually has a diameter
of ∼200 µm while the PP fibre has a diameter of 20–50 µm. The crack in the nylon fibre trunk in Fig. 1(a) and the fracture
on the tip (b) are formed due to the ageing and weathering, if not from the manufactory. In comparison, the small fibre
of PP in Fig. 1(c, d) looks more inert than the nylon fibre, although some debris are also observed on the fibre surface.

From the photo and SME images, we can see the morphology of the collected dusts or debris, which are made of
plastics and can be assigned to microplastics. However, we need molecular information to confirm this assignment, such
as using Raman, as reported in the following parts.
4
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Fig. 2. Photo images (a–b), typical Raman spectra (c–d) and Raman intensity images (e–i) of a fibre trunk. In (a), the smallest scale in the rule
s 0.5 mm. In (b), the squared area of 80 µm × 80 µm was scanned and all Raman spectra were collected at an objective lens of 20×, with a
ixel of 1.6 µm ×1.6 µm and 0.5 s integration. (c) shows the typical Raman spectra collected during the scanning process, including two spectra
ith strong peak intensity, one with a middle, and one with a weak intensity as the spectrum background. (d) shows the comparison of the strong
pectrum with several standard Raman spectra of plastics and cotton, after intensity off-setting. The squared peak by dashed line is unique for PP.
he intensity images (e–i) are mapped at the characterised peaks of nylon (PA6), as marked under the images (and the peak width), with 10% colour
ff-setting.

.2. Raman Imaging to characterise microplastics of nylon fibres

.2.1. Fibre trunk
Fig. 2(a) shows the typical fibres collected from a nylon rope, which can be assigned as microplastics, if the length of

he fibre is shorter than 5 mm and if they are made of plastic. For Raman scanning, the image under the photo microscopy
s shown in Fig. 2(b). During the Raman scanning, the Raman signals were collected and the typical Raman spectra are
isted in Fig. 2(c), including one as a model (strongest, labelled as ‘‘plastic rope’’ in the following) and the other three that
xhibit a high intensity, a middle intensity and a weak one collected from the blank area as spectrum background.
There are different types of plastic rope. To identify the plastic, Fig. 2(d) shows the comparison among the model

pectrum of ‘‘plastic rope’’ with the several plastics’ spectra, including PP, PA6 and PA12, and a typical spectrum collected
rom cotton. Due to confidentiality constraints, the exact formulation of the rope is unknown, such as the type of nylon
Milani, 2015), the ingredients of the dye or pigment, which can change the Raman spectrum and can even shield the
aman spectrum of plastics. The ageing in the garden might change the Raman spectrum as well, via changing the surface
roup on the fibre surface. Even so, the ‘‘plastic rope’’ in this test yields a spectrum that looks like NA6 (Milani, 2015), due
o the presence of the characteristic peaks at 1085 cm−1, 1150 cm−1, 1320 cm−1, 1460 cm−1, 2910 cm−1, etc. We thus
mploy those characteristic peaks to identify nylon. To simplify the identification and analysis, in this study, the unique
eak at 835 cm−1 is selected to distinguish nylon and PP (Sobhani et al., 2019), as squared by the dashed line in Fig. 2(d).
Based on the Raman intensity extracted from the Raman spectrum matrix, we map the images at the characteristic

eaks of NA6 and present them in Fig. 2(e–i). Basically, all images show a similar pattern to that in Fig. 2(b) (squared
rea). Due to the higher peak intensity at 2910 cm−1, the image in (i) behaves a clearer pattern, where the cracks or

scratches on the trunk surface can be imaged. The cracks echoed with those observed in the SEM image in Fig. 1(a). There
is no clear pattern at the peak of 835 cm−1 (not shown), suggesting the absence of PP. In general, the signal-noise ratio
for an image (mapping from 50 × 50 of spectra) is much higher than that for a single spectrum, or for a single peak, from
a statistical point of view (Sobhani et al., 2019).

We thus assign this trunk as a plastic of nylon, and the whole fibre as well. From all those images in Fig. 2(e–i), the
top-right part is mapped as ‘‘dark’’, indicating there is no good signal, or the signal-noise ratio is too low in this part.
However, in Fig. 2(b), we can see the plastic is there, but not well focused. The reason is due to confocal Raman that can
collect the signal from the focused plane more effectively than from off-focused plane (Sobhani et al., 2019). Fortunately,
the other positive side of this partial mapped image is, we do not need to image the whole fibre trunk, but just to image
a part of the fibre, such as the part of the trunk only. That is, if we can confirm the presence of plastic from a small part of
the fibre trunk, we can expand the assignment to the whole fibre, given the uniform fabrication of the whole fibre from
the same material, nylon in this case.
5
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Fig. 3. PCA analysis of the raw data presented in Fig. 2, including typical PCA spectra (a), mapped coefficients of PC1, PC2, PC3, PC4 and PC5, for
he extracted eigenvectors (b–f), mapped mean (g) and standard deviation (h). In (a), the Raman spectrum of plastic nylon is present as a reference.
he size of the images is 80 µm × 80 µm. For more details see Fig. 2.

In Fig. 2, the mapping at each individual peak might lead to a ‘‘false’’ image, such as from the interference of spectrum
ackground or from the ‘‘cosmic rays’’ of the CCD detector. The un-selected part of the spectrum does not take part in the
apping, meaning a signal loss or a low signal-noise ratio. To overcome the above drawbacks, recently PCA was selected

o automatically decode the Raman scanning matrix (Fang et al., 2021b). The results of PCA analysis are shown in Fig. 3.
Ideally, via a PCA-based algorithm, the Raman spectrum matrix can be decoded and decomposed to two new matrices,

ne containing the spectrum profile while another the intensity information. In this case, the whole spectrum, rather than
he individual peaks, will map an image, suggesting a higher signal-noise ratio. Moreover, the background of the Raman
pectrum can be separated as different PC and removed, a further contribution to the increase on the signal-noise ratio.
Fig. 3(a) shows the PCA spectra extracted from the PC scores at the different wavenumbers. The Raman spectrum from

he nylon of plastic rope is presented for comparison. We can see the PC1’s PCA spectrum looks similar to the Raman
pectrum of nylon, suggesting the success of the PCA-based algorithm for decoding. The absence of the peak at 835 cm−1

upports the assignment to nylon, rather than to PP. From the PCA spectra, PC2 and PC3 can be assigned to background
r noise, while PC4 and PC5 can also be assigned to plastic, due to the appearance of the peaks at 1085 cm−1, 1150 cm−1,
320 cm−1, 1460 cm−1 and 2910 cm−1 (Milani, 2015). The upside-down peaks in the PC5’s PCA spectrum is due to the
CA analysis.
From the score plots and the scree plot (not shown), PC1-5 are almost independent from each other, while the PC1

ccounts for the main variation of 89.39%, PC4 of 0.19%, a much less contribution, if assinged to plastic too.
When the coefficients of PCs were mapped at the pixel array to generate images, Fig. 3(b–f) have been generated.

he PC1 coefficient has been imaged as Fig. 3(b), which matches well with the scanned pattern in Fig. 2, confirming the
dvantage of the PCA-based algorithm towards imaging. Some pixels/dots are missed here in Fig. 3(b) and mapped as
‘dark’’. The possible reason is the PCA analysis itself, the decomposing variation, as evidenced in the images in Fig. 3(g,
). The means and the standard deviation images show similar patterns with the ‘‘dark’’ diagonal and pixels in (b).
Fig. 3(c) shows an image that looks like the image background (not the spectrum background). The PCA spectrum of PC2

n Fig. 3(a) also supports this assignment. The pattern in Fig. 3(c) matches well with the pattern background in Fig. 3(b),
ncluding the diagonal line and the top-right part. Another pattern is shown in Fig. 3(d), which mapped the coefficient of
C3 and also assigned to background or noise. Again, these seperate patterns assigned to plastics and background/noise
emonstrate the advantage of the PCA-based algorithm.
The images in Fig. 3(e, f) map the intensities or the coefficients of the PC4 and PC5 score spectra in Fig. 3(a), which

ook like the plastic’s Raman spectrum to some degree. Therefore, the images show some information about the plastics
istribution, particularly at the top-right part in (e). However, the PCs’ variation accounting percentage is different, 89.39%
or PC1, 1.98% for PC2, 1.05% for PC3, 0.19% for PC4 and 0.14% for PC5, respectively. Consequently, the images in (e, f)
isualise only part of the plastic trunk, the top-right part, where their signal is not so strong and cannot be effectively
apped in Fig. 2.
The image in Fig. 3(f) looks similar with that in Fig. 3(c), including the top-right part and the diagonal. However, the

rightness is different, in (c), the diagonal is brighter than the top-right part, while reversed in (f). The image in Fig. 3(f)
ctually contains the distribution information of both plastics (top-right part) and background (diagonal), as supported by
he PC5’s PCA spectrum (up-side-down peaks of nylon, and spectrum background). The images in Fig. 3(g, h) also provide
vidence of this assumption. These images can directly visualise the distribution of the main signal (including Raman and
ackground) and the main variation and uncertainty of this assignment.
6
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Fig. 4. Photo image (a), typical Raman spectra (b), intensity images (c), PCA spectra (d), mapped coefficients of PC1 (e), PC2 (f) and their merged
one (g), for the extracted eigenvectors of a fibre tip. The squared area of 80 µm × 80 µm in (a) was scanned and all Raman spectra were collected
at an objective lens of 20×, with a pixel of 1.6 µm ×1.6 µm and 0.5 s integration. The Raman intensity image (c) merges all images mapped at
the characterised peaks of nylon, as marked under the images (and the peak width), with 10% colour off-setting, using logic-OR. (g) merges images
(e, f), using logic-OR too.

In general, the PCA-based algorithm can decode the Raman matrix to mimic the Raman spectrum, via the PCA spectrum
from the score of PCs. It can also generate images via the coefficients of PC loadings to visualise the distribution of
microplastics, with a much higher signal-noise ratio than the logic-based algorithm. The PCA-based algorithm can also
separate the background from the microplastic, and distinguish the strong and weak signals from the scanning area. The
analysis uncertainty can also be mapped via the mean and the deviation to suggest the possibility of the ‘‘false’’ imaged
area.

However, for each Raman spectrum in the spectrum matrix, when the signal is weak, or the signal-noise ratio is low,
the situation might be different and will be discussed in the following.

3.2.2. Fibre tip
While the trunk of the fibre tested above might behave like a ‘‘virgin’’ plastic, due to the high signal-noise ratio for the

most of the individual Raman spectrum in the scanning matrix, the tip of the fibre might be different. That is because at
the tip, the plastic has being more seriously aged, weathered and deteriorated. Consequently, the plastic surface might
derivate with new groups, the spectrum might behave a low signal-noise ratio and the Raman characterisation will be
difficult. The results are presented here.

Fig. 4(a) indicates the area of a fibre tip for scanning and test, while (b) shows the typical Raman spectra collected,
including one with a strong signal, a middle one and a blank (collected from the blank area during the scanning process,
as the spectrum background) again. The absence of the peak at 835 cm−1 leads us to assign the material to nylon too.

When the squared area in Fig. 4(a) was scanned, the Raman intensities at the characteristic peaks of nylon that mapped
in Fig. 2 were mapped again here to generate the image in Fig. 4(c), after merging. Although the tip produces the Raman
spectra in Fig. 4(b) with a signal-noise ratio lower than these in Fig. 2(c), the similar imaging results are obtained here.
Basically, the image in Fig. 4(c) show the matched pattern as the scanned tip in Fig. 4(a). The merged image has a better
signal-noise ratio, due to the cross-checking among the characteristic peaks of nylon (Fang et al., 2021a), leading the
assignment ot nylon again

The pattern only partially visualises the fibre tip, which is again due to the confocal setup. Similar with the approach
described above, once the tip, even only part of the tip, can be assigned to the plastic of nylon, the whole item / fibre
connecting to the tip can be assigned to nylon. This assignment expansion can benefit our test, for example, to shorten
the scanning duration. In Fig. 4, the Raman scanning can take as long as 1250 s (50 × 50 × 0.5 s) to scan the squared area
in Fig. 4(a). We can intentionally and selectively scan only part of the squared area within the physical boundary. Once
the selectively scanned area can be confirmed and assigned to plastic, the whole item / fibre can be assigned as well.

Again, we employed the PCA-based algorithm to analyse the Raman spectrum matrix. From the PCA spectra shown
in Fig. 4(d), we can see the similarity between the PCA spectra and the plastic Raman spectrum, including from PC1 and
PC3. Again, due to the appearance of the peaks at 1085 cm−1, 1150 cm−1, 1320 cm−1, 1460 cm−1 and 2910 cm−1, we
7
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Fig. 5. Photo image (a), typical Raman spectra (b) and intensity images (c–h) of a fibre tip. The squared area in (a) of 80 µm × 80 µm was scanned
nd all Raman spectra were collected at an objective lens of 20×, with a pixel of 1.6 µm ×1.6 µm and 0.5 s integration. In (b), the Raman spectra
f PP, cotton and plastic nylon are presented for comparison with 3 typical Raman spectra (#1-3) collected during the scanning process. All the
ntensity images are mapped at characteristic peaks of PP, as marked under the images (and the peak width), with 10% colour off-setting. (c) is an
mage after merging the characteristic peaks of PP, using the logic-based algorithms, as indicated.

an assign PC1 and PC3 to the plastic nylon. While PC4 looks like the background, PC2 and PC5 yield the reverse peaks
up-side-down) of the nylon, which is obviously due to the PCA algorithm calculation.

When the coefficients of PCs for the extracted eigenvectors were mapped as images, we can get Fig. 4(e–f), connecting
ith PC1 and PC2, respectively. The accounting percentage of the scores variations are 46.84% for PC1, 26.90% for PC2,
.97% for PC3, 1.47% for PC4, and 0.48% for PC5. Note these values are quite different from that in Fig. 3, which were
9.39% for PC1, 1.98% for PC2, 1.05% for PC3, 0.19% for PC4 while 0.14% for PC5. The main reason is here the scanning
rea is just partially occupied by the plastic fibre tip, which is different from that in Fig. 3, where the whole scanning
rea is completely occupied by the plastic fibre trunk. In other words, when the assignment for the target microplastics
s carried out via the PCA spectrum, the score accounting percentage might provide information about the amount of the
lastic in the scanning area. However, more research is needed here to demonstrate a clear correction.
The image in Fig. 4(e) maps a pattern that matches well with that in Fig. 4(c) and is assigned to the microplastic, to

isualise the fibre tip. PC2’s coefficient mapped in Fig. 4(f) basically shows the image background that is not occupied
y the plastic. When we merged images in Fig. 4(e, f), we generated a new image in Fig. 4(g). The well matched but
omplementary position supports the above assumption, that image (e) is signal and image (f) is background.
We also tested another type of nylon rope (Figure S.2, Supporting Information) that initially was red, which is different

rom the above white rope, when they are new. However, after ∼10 years in the garden, they show similar results on the
aman characterisation, to release microplastics in potential.

.3. Raman imaging to characterise microplastics of PP: a fibre tip

In the following part, we will test another rope used to hang a ladder, which should be made of PP, as suggested from
he brand label. After ∼10 years’ exposure in nature, the released fibre was tested here and in Figure S3 (Supporting
nformation). We focus our test on the fibre tips, since the ageing and weathering effect is more obvious than on the fibre
runk.

Fig. 5(a) shows the photo image of the fibres. The fibres are twisted with a diameter at 20–50 µm, which is much
maller than the above nylon fibre that is ∼200 µm, similar with that observed in Fig. 1. A tip was scanned and the
ypical 3 Raman spectra collected are shown in Fig. 5(b), to compare with the spectra of plastics (PP and nylon) and
otton. Again, due to the commercial formulation and ageing, the collected Raman spectrum is not exactly matched with
he standard spectrum. This leads to difficulty for the assignment. Fortunately, the appearance of a tiny peak at 835 cm−1

ead us to assign it to PP, because it is unique for PP.
To increase the assignment certainty and signal-noise ratio, again, we scan the surface to generate a Raman spectrum

atrix towards imaging. The Raman images are shown in Fig. 5(c–h). Briefly, due to the weak signal, the mapped image
8
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Fig. 6. PCA analysis on the raw data in Fig. 5, including PCA spectrum (a), images (b–f) mapping coefficients of PC1, PC2, PC3, PC4 and PC5, for the
extracted eigenvectors. In (a), the standard Raman spectra of nylon/PP/cotton are present as references. The size of the images is 80 µm × 80 µm.
g, h) are 3-dimensional version of (c, d), with a white background.

s not clear. However, as mentioned before, in anyway, the mapped image has a better chance (with a higher signal-noise
atio) for the microplastics’ characterisation from the spectrum matrix than from the individual spectrum. That is because
he images are generated from 2500 (50 × 50) spectra, rather than from a single spectrum, or even from a single peak.
onsequently, the images in Fig. 5 show that it can be assigned to PP.
Specifically, the bottom row shows the images mapped at the PP’s characteristic peaks. We get three clear patterns in

ig. 5(e, g, h) that match well with that in Fig. 5(a), along with (d, f). Especially, the clear pattern in (e) can distinguish it
rom nylon and support the assignment to PP. That is because, although nylon and PP share the similar Raman spectrum
rofile, as shown in Fig. 2(c)/5(b), the peak at 835 cm−1 is unique for PP, as mentioned above. Two images mapped at
60 cm−1(d) and 1110 cm−1 (f) yield the blurred patterns, due to the weak signal at the selected peaks. The strong peak
t 2910 cm−1 also maps a clear pattern, as shown in Figure S.3 (Supporting Information). However, this peak is shared

by PP and nylon so that it is not shown here.
Therefore, we can assign the fibre tip (and the whole fibre) to PP. Using the images mapped at the characteristic peaks

f PP as parent images, we can merge them together to obtain a daughter image, even an offspring image, to further
ncrease the image assignment certainty. The image is shown in Fig. 5(c), with a much clearer pattern that is comparable
ith that in Fig. 5(h) and squared in Fig. 5(a), further confirming the assignment to PP.
Fig. 6 shows the PCA analysis results. When the PCA spectra in Fig. 6(a) are compared with the standard Raman

pectra of nylon, cotton, we can see that the PCA spectra of PC2/3/4 that look like PP, due to the appearance of the
eak at 835 cm−1. The percentages of the PC score on the variation are 42.05%, 25.69%, 1.80%, 0.98%, and 0.35% for PC1

to PC5, respectively. The mapped images in Fig. 6(b–f) are related with PC1–PC5. The image in Fig. 6(b) is assigned to
the background. In (c), we can see a clear pattern that matches well with Fig. 5(c), and is assigned to PP. The images in
Fig. 6(d, e) can be assigned to PP as well, because the PCA spectra of PC3/4 look similar to that of PP, particularly due to
the appearance of the peak at 835 cm−1. That is the reason why they are patterned within the boundary of the PP pattern
n (c). The image in Fig. 6(f) is assigned to noise.

When the images in Fig. 6(c, d) are presented as the 3-dimensional version in (g, h) with a white background, the
attern can clearly visualise the plastic tip, from Raman spectrum point of view. The different contribution, from strong
r weak signal, or from background etc., can be easily justified. More research is needed to get the accurate assignment.

.4. Amount of the released microplastics from a nylon rope

We weighed the mass of the rope but failed to find out a significant change, which might acount just a tiny percentrage
f the whole rope. Alternatively, we measured the size shrink here. The nylon rope is ∼2 m in length (l) and ∼1 cm in
iameter (d) at the beginning as new. After ∼10 years in the garden, it had shrunk to a diameter of around 0.9 cm.
hat means about 1 mm outer layer has been lost as residues / debris, and the circumference of this lost outer layer is
3.14 mm (∆πd). The diameter of an individual fibre is ∼0.2 mm (φ), which means on average, 15.7 fibres (∆πd/φ) have
isappeared from the outer layer of the rope. When we consider the upper limit (length) of microplastic of 5 mm, a 2 m
9
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length of rope means that 400 pieces of microplastics can be released from one fibre. 15.7 fibres from the lost outer layer
means around 6280 microplastics might been released in ∼10 years.

This number of ∼6280 might be significantly underestimated, because we take the upper limit of 5 mm in length
s microplastics. From Figs. 1–2, we can see that there are lots of fibres <5 mm. In addition, we also do not know (i)
ow many tiny particles are released from the fibre trunk, as shown in Fig. 1(a) that sticking on the fibre surface as
esidues, (ii) how many tiny fractures are released from the fibre tip, as presented in Fig. 1(b)/5(a), and (iii) how many
anoplastics are potentially released from these tiny items. While the toxicity of microplastics needs more research and
s beyond the scope of this study, it has been reported that nanoplastics might be more toxic than microplastics (Mitrano
nd Wohlleben, 2020; Schwaferts et al., 2020b; Sun et al., 2020). Therefore, we must be cautious about the use of plastic
opes in our garden, particularly involving children at play.

Another rope of PP looks much better because the surface deterioration is not as serious as the nylon rope.
onsequently, it is difficult to estimate the amount of the released microplastics from the PP rope. However, it should be
uch lower than that from a nylon rope. It is thus recommended to use PP rope rather than nylon rope in our gardens.

. Conclusion

To map the Raman image from the scanning spectrum matrix and to increase the signal-noise ratio, we compared two
lgorithms, logic-based and PCA-based ones. We recommend the PCA-based algorithm to directly decode the scanning
pectrum matrix, to extract the PCA spectrum and to map the PC coefficient images. We can compare the PCA spectrum
ith the standard Raman spectrum of plastic, in order to identity and assign the suspected items to the material including
icroplastics, background and even the calculation deviation. The images mapping the PC loading coefficient can not only
isualise the distribution of the materials, but also be subject to further logic-based algorithm analysis.
While both the logic-based and PCA-based algorithms can be improved, our test also suggests that the Raman scanning

an also be improved as well, such as to selectively map the suspected item’s interesting area to identify the whole item by
xpansion, rather than to map and scan the whole item. This improvement can significantly reduce the Raman scanning
uration. The scanning pixel size can also be reduced in a hope to capture small microplastics and nanoplastics.
From our test, it is recommended that PP rope, rather than nylon rope, should be selected as the plastic rope in our

ardens for long term use. At least we should recycle or discard the old plastic ropes, within 10 years, if we are concerned
bout the potential contamination of microplastics. Nature fibre rope is another option.
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